from farm life: the sower who threw out harvest.
eyes goes to his field, scatters the preseeds (the Word of God), Jesus as the
2. The farmer can faithfully prepare cious seeds, convinced of the truth of
true vine, we as the branches, we are everything for the harvest, but when the “law of the harvest.”
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Though we are a troubled sea, we can
plumb the depths, go deeper, to discover
a calmness beneath the surface where
there is a current of contentment moving us forward, for our good and the
common good.
We describe alterations in our viewpoints as “sea changes.” We voyage on
another ocean of thinking and see
things differently. This is how it can feel
to navigate over the sea of spirituality to
the sea of freethinking. There are patches of water where the two are – the waters come together – like a river delta,
salt water mixes together with fresh.
And there are times when a “sea
change” is called for; even a “stream

Tim McConnell, assistant pastor of
Long's Chapel United Methodist Church
in Lake Junaluska. Reach him at 828Page : D02
456-3993 or pastortimmc.blogspot.com.

change” – to journey up a river for clear
water, fresh vision.
This sounds very esoteric until we
listen to real people like Frederick Douglass and countless others who survive
suffering while they “paddle their own
canoes” as self-made human beings.
Each individual who picks up their paddle and launches their canoe – or builds
their own – harnesses the restlessness
and shows us what humanity can do.
This is the “compensation” Douglass
identifies, the balance of our inner
strength emerging from the sea of troubles. We leave the grateful earth refreshed and beautiful.
Chris Highland served as a Protestant minister and interfaith chaplain
for many years. He is a teacher, writer,
freethinker and humanist celebrant.
Learn more at chighland.com.
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